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Our invention relates to a compressor and more 
particularly to an internal combustion-hydraulic 
compressor. 
An important object of the invention is to 

transmit directly to a pumping iiuid the expan 
sive force in an internal combustion engine, with 
out the use of crank shafts, rotary pumps, gears, 
etc. The pressure placed upon the ñuid is in turn 
used for useful work to drive fluid-driven mech 
anisms. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

means of the character described that will au 
tomatically produce more power when more pow 
er is needed and less power when less is needed. 
A further object is to provide a system, includ 

ing a streamlined pumping arrangement that di 
rectly employs the expansive force in an internal 
combustion engine, and utilizes a fraction of the 
duid pumped thereby to operate intake, exhaust 
and ignition timing means for the internal com 
bustion engine. 
Our invention also has for its objects to pro 

vide such means that are positive in operation, 
convenient in use, easily installed in a working 
position and easily disconnected therefrom, 
economical of manufacture, relatively simple, and 
of general superiority and serviceability. 
The invention also comprises novel details of 

construction and novel combinations and ar 
rangements of parts, which will more fully appear 
in the course of the following description. How 
ever, the drawing merely shows and the following 
description merely describes one embodiment of 
the present invention, which is given by way of 
illustration or example only. 

In the drawing, like reference characters desig 
nate similar parts in the several views. 

Fig. 1 is a partly diagrammatic representation 
of a system embodying the foregoing objects, cer 
tain ̀ parts being shown in broken sectional views. 
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Fig. 2 is a section taken on the line 2_2 of 
Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a. section taken on the line 3--3 of 
Fig. 1. i ' 

Fig. 4 is a section taken on the line 1_4 of 
Fig. 1. 

Referring more in detail to the drawing, the 
reference number «l designates a cylinder >of an 
internal combustion engine having an intake pipe 
5 for fuel, and an exhaust pipe 6 for spent gases 
of combustion. A spring biased valve 1 controls 
an inlet port 8 for fresh fuel. The spring 9 on 
the valve 1 is a light spring to permit the valve 
to open on the suction or downward stroke of a 
piston III in the cylinder 4. 
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An exhaust valve I2 controls the exhaust port 
I3 leadingto the exhaust conduit 6. A spring Il 
tends to seat the valve I2. A stem I5 of the valve 
I2 continues lengthwise into a, relatively small 
cylinder I6 in which reciprocates a piston I1 
mounted on the stem I5. A conduit I8 supplies 
pressure fluid to the cylinder 
piston I1 to actuate same. 
>It is to be understood that any type of inter 

nal combustion engine may be employed in the 
present system, e. g. four-cycle, two-cycle, or 

Diesel. 
For either of the former types, a spark plug I9 

may be mounted in the head 2D of the cylinder 4, 
or in any other suitable place., Wiring 2 I is shown 
connecting with the spark plug I9. 
The piston I0 has a ram-like neck Il connect 

ing at its opposite end with an enlarged head 22 
providing a plunger of preferably slightly less di 
ameter than the piston I0. The plunger head 
22 has a loose. sliding iit> with a comparatively 
short portion 23 of the wall of the cylinder 4. A 
chamber in which the head 22 reciprocates is 
shown at 24 in broken longitudinal section. The 
chamber 24 has a minimum length of approxi 
mately the distance from the lower side of the 
piston I0 to a restricting inward ñange or partì 
tion 25, as they are shown in Fig. 1. A slightly 
restricted portion 26 at the lower end of the cham 
ber 24 is approximately the same inside diameter 
as the cylindrical portion 23. 
A pipe 21 vconnects with a fluid reservoir (not 

shown) for supplying fluid to the chamber 24. A 
'alve 28 controls the ñow of the ñuid from the 
pipe 21 to a port 29 leading into the chamber 24. 
A fluid motor 30 operates the valve 28. A pipe 3l 
supplies ñuid to the motor 30. 

Fluid driven from the chamber 24 passes 
through the outlet passage 32, past a check valve 
33. A'spring 36 tends to move the valve 33 to a 
seat 35, but permits the check valve to open when 
ñuid is driven under pressure through the pas 
sage 32 by means of the piston head 22. A dis 
charge conduit 36 carries the fluid that is dis 
charged under pressure fro'm the chamber 2t 
through the passage 32. 

It will be noted that therev is a restricted an 
nular space 31 in the cylinder 4 around the neck 
II of the plunger and between the piston IIl and 
the inward ñange 25. A pipe 38 connects with the 
lower end of such space, as it is shown in Fig. 1. 
The discharge conduit 36 leads to an accumu 

lator 39 that contains -a floating piston 40. There 
is an air compressing space 4I above the ñoating 
piston 40 and a pressure iiuid space 42 below the 

I6 at a side of theA 
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piston. It is believed clear without further illus 
tration that a diaphragm may be used instead of - 
the floating piston 40. 
A conduit 43 is shown alined with the conduit 

38 and also connected with the accumulator 3l. 
'I'he conduit 43 leads to a control valve 44, oi' any 
suitable design, operated by a lever handle 4l that 
has a pointer' 43 registering with a graduated 
scale 41. A conduit 43 conveys pressure fluid from 
the valve 44 to a fluid motor 43, best shown in 
Fig. 3. From the motor 43, the pressure fluid may 
be carried by a conduit 50 to do any desired work, 
such as fluid-operated mechanism. Eventually 
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the fluid, after its pressure has been spent, may ' 
be transmitted back to the reservoir with which 
the pipe 21 connects. Y 

Journals 5I, 52 and 33 rotatably support a 
shaft -54 that is driven by the gear motor. The 
shaft 54 carries three cams, Il. 53 and l1, which 
respectively engage headsA Il. Il and 30 of sliding 
valves 3 I, 32 and 63. Each of these sliding valves 
has opposed pistons, as shown at O4 and Il, ̀ ioined 
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by a reduced connecting member il. A coil spring ` 
31 urges the piston assembly towardv the cam and 
to a position in which the piston I4 closes the 25 
outlet conduit of the valve. The inlet conduits ' 
to the valves II, 32 and 83 are shown by arrows 
D. The outlet conduits of the valves 3|, l2 and 
63,`are the conduits 3l, 3l and Il, respectively, 
previously mentioned. A pipe 33 connecting with 
the conduit 43 has three branches Il. 10 and 1I 
that respectively connect with and provide inlet 
conduits for the valves 4 I, 32 and I3. 
When the cams 55, B8 and I1 move the sliding 

valves 8|, 62 and 63, to the left in Fig. 1, the 
piston `64 uncovers the outlet conduits, permit 
ting/flow of pressure iluid from inlet conduits to 
the outlet conduits past the reduced connecting 
member 36. When the cams are turned to release 
the sliding valves. the springs-61 move the valves 
to a closing position. y . 

'I'he fourth cam 12 on the shaft I4. wipes an 
insulating pad 13 on a movable, grounded con 
tact support 14. A spaced contact support 1B is 
vconnected with the wiring 2I and in turn carries 
a contact 1B that engages a contact 11 on 'the 
support 14, when the cam 12 urges them together. 
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When the cam 12 is turned around from the' 
position shown, the inherent resilience of the sup 
port 'I4 will separate the contacts 1I and 11, 
breaking‘the circuit of the spark plug I3. 
In the operation of our present system, energy 

provided by the expansion of ignited gases in 
the cylinder 4 is directly transmitted to the fluid 
in the chamber 24 without the intermediary of a 
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the branch 13 and the conduit 33, back to the 
system.l ' 

On the next upper stroke of the piston I0, the 
fuel that has been drawn in above the piston will 
be compressed. 'I'hen upon ignition of the com 
pressed fuel, near the top of the stroke of the 
piston I0, by the spark plug I9, the piston I3 
again travels down, as shown by the arrows A, 
for the power stroke. 'I'he expansive force of the 
ignited gases in the cylinder 4 maintains the valve 
1 closed on this' power stroke. _ 
During each downward stroke of the piston I0, 

as it is shown in Fig. l, the valve 23 is closed 
against the intake of any more iluid. and the 
check valve 35 is opened for the discharge of 
fluid from the chamber 24 to the conduit 38. 

r Each upward stroke of the piston I3 causes the 
closing of the valve 33. On the compression 
stroke of the piston I0, the valve 23 is opened 
for the inlet of fresh fluid from the reservoir. 
On the exhaust stroke of the piston III, however, 
the valve 23 is kept closed, in order to produce a 
partial vacuum in the ‘chamber 24. This partial 
vacuum _causes the piston Il to move downward 
for its fuel intake stroke, after the exhaust stroke 
is completed. . ' 

Pressure is built up in the accumulator 3l 
above the floating piston 4l, by the inflow of 
pressure fluid into the accumulator chamber 42. 
This stored power in the accumulator runs the 
engine through idle stroke and is useful for 
smoothing out and facilitating the starting of the 
engine; ' 

The pipe 63 bleeds the conduit 43 of a relatively 
small amount of pressure fluid for operating the 
exhaust, intake, ignition, ‘and piston operating 
valves. During the upward strokes of the piston 
III, the valve 8| is open in order to open the 
valve 23 for the intake of fresh fluid from the 
reservoir. During the intake and power strokes » 
of the piston, the cam 55 is turned away from its 
engaged head 58, permitting the spring 31 in the 
valve 6I to move th'e piston assembly B4, 85. 88 
to the right in Fig. 1. The conduits 3l and 3| 
are thereby connected. The conduit 3| connects 
with the reservoir that supplies iiuid to the con 
duit 21. 
Of course, the check valve 33 is closed on these 

- upward strokes of the piston, by means of the 

crank shaft. gears. or other conventional means ~ 
for transmitting energy from an internal combus 
tion engine to provide pressure upon a iiuid. 

It is to be understood that the iiuid may be of a 
wide variety ci’ liquids or gases. Oil is merely 
suggested as an eilleient duid that may be used lin 
our system. ' 

The operation will be described in connection 
vwith a four-cycle engine: the fuel for the Internal 
combustion engine is automatically drawn into 
the conduit 5 by suction of the piston I0 by reason 
of its downward stroke in the direction indicated 
by the two arrows A touching the top of the piston 
I0 in Fig. 1. 'I'he cam 53 is so arranged that it 
maintains the valve 62 open during the down 
ward stroke of the piston III. This permits iiuid 
in the annular space 31 to pass therefrom through 
the conduit 38 in a direction opposite to the 
arrow B, through the valve 32 and by 0f 
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spring 34, to prevent the retrograde movement 
of the pressure fluid from the line 36. During _ 
said upward strokes, the'fuel intake valve 1 is 
closed. 'I'hen on the upward exhausting stroke 
of the piston, the valve 33 is opened to allow fluid 
pressure in the conduit I8 to open the exhaust 
valve I2 by means of the fluid motor I6, I1. The 
exhaust from the previously ignited fuel is thereby 
allowed to escape through the exhaust pipe 6. 
During the fuel intake stroke of the piston, the 

valve 32 is in the position shown in Figs. l and 2, 
to-wit, connecting the conduit 3B with a. pipe'ßll 
that leads back to the reservoir. It is to be un 
derstood that said reservoir is under atmospheric 

' pressure. Then, for the compression stroke of 
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the piston I0 the cam turns to shut oil the flow 
to the conduit B0 and permits ilow of pressure 
fluid from the branch 10 through the valve 32 and 

' through the conduit 38 to the space 31, thereby 
raising the pistonl I 0. In going through the valve 
62, the fluid passes around the narrow connecting 
member 66, since the piston 34 is at the left of 
the opening into the conduit 38. ~ 
On the firing stroke, thevalve 62 still remains 

open, so that pressure ñuid forced through the 
conduit 33 may pass through the valve 62 and 
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enter the pressure system. @n the _exhaust 
stroke, the valve t2 is still open, so that pressure 
in the system may raise the piston in other 
words, the valve connects conduits and i@ 
at ail times, except on the ‘fusi e stroke, 
when lthe valve di’ connects the con dit with 
the reservoir pipe St. , ' 
The oi pressure fluid that goes into the 

motor d@ to the worte that is op 
erated by the fluid is determined by the‘control 
valve 
The short cylinder portion 2-3 provides a pocket 

Si when the head is in a raised position, as in 
Fig. l. Fluid within the pocîset has a cush 
ioning effect upon the upward strokes of the 
piston. The fluid in the pocket is permitted 
to leak around the head since the head has 
a. loose, sliding ñt with the inner face oi’ the cyl 
inder portion 2t, whereby the head 2i? in the 
pocket dil acts as a dashpot. 
The shaft iäêi is timed to make one revolution 

in each complete cycle of operation of the engine. 
It is believed clear that one skilled in the art may 
so adjust the cams on the shaft that they open 
and permit the closing oí the control valves at 
the required times in order to produce the liore 
going operation. 
When less work is required of the pressure iluid 

 driven from the chamber Éd, then the piston lil is 
permitted to taire a longerv stroke, which saves 
fusi. @n the other hand, if there is considerable 
resistance to the pressure fluid driven from the 
chamber 2d, by reason of more work having to be 
done, then the piston i@ takes a shorter stroke 
and internal combustion engine has more 
compiere cycies or operation in a given period of 
time, in order to produce more power. 

it is believed clear Without further illustration 
that the intake, exhaust, ignition and piston con 
trol means may be actuated by electrical means 
(e. g., solenoids) or by mechanical means (e. g., 
cran‘i; shaft and cams) as weli as by the hy 
drauiic or fluid motors shown and described. 
While we have illustrated and described what 

we now regard as the preferred embodiment of 
our invention, the construction is, or" course, sub 
ject to modiiications Without departing from the 
spirit and scope of our invention. We, there 
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fore, do not wish to restrict ourselves to the par- ' 
ticular form of construction illustrated and de 
scribed, but desire to avail ourselves of al1 modi 
ñcationslthat may fall Within the scope of the 
appended claims. 
Having thus described our invention, what We 

claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. In a compressor, a cylinder having fuel in 

take and exhaust means, a piston in the cylinder 
arranged to be actuated by ignition of fuel in the 
cylinder, means providing ~a fluid chamber hav 
ing fluid inlet and 
being mounted to operate in said chamber to 
draw ñuid into the chamber through said inlet 
means and to drive fluid therefrom through said 
discharge means when actuated by ignited gases 
>of combustion in said cylinder, and a motor oper 
able by a portion of the ñuid driven from said 
chamber to control said inlet means. 

2. In a compressor, a cylinder, a reciprocating 
piston in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel 
intake and exhaust means at one side of the pis 
ton and having fluid inlet and discharge means 
at the opposite side 'of the piston, to draw fluid 
into the cylinder through said inlet means at one 
stroke of the piston and to drive the fluid from 
the cylinder through said discharge means when 
fuel is ignited at the Opposite side of the piston, 

discharge means, the piston 
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and duid pressure operated timing trolling the erdiaust means. 
3. in a compressor, .an elongated cylinder, a 

reciprocating piston in the cylinder, the cylin 
der having fuel intake' and exhaust means. at 
one side or the piston and having duid inlet and 
discharge means at the opposite side of the pis 
ton arranged to draw duid into the cylinder at 
said inlet means on the return stroke oi the pis 
ton, valve means connected to close said inlet on 
the power stroke of the piston, the discharge 
means being arranged to convey huid under pres 
sure from the cylinder on said power stroke, and 
timing means connected to close the exhaust 
means and said valve means on the newer strokes 
of the piston.  

d. In a compressor, a cylinder, a floating pis 
ton and plunger arranged back to bach in uni 
tary structure within the cylinder, the cylinder 
having fuel intake and exhaust means et one 
side of the piston and having fluid intake and 
discharge means at .the opposite sida of the 
plunger, a valve to control said exhaust means, 
valves arranged to control the fluid 'intake and 
discharge means, and iluid pressure _operated 
timing mechanism. connected to operate said 
exhaust and iiuid intake valves in the operation 
of the apparatus. 

5. In a. compressor, a cylinder having an. ap 
ertured partition therein, a floating piston and 
plunger arranged back to back in unitary struc 
ture within the cylinder, the piston and plunger 
being connected by a reduced neet: portion ar 
ranged to slide within the aperture in the par 
tition with the piston and plunger at the oppo 
site sides of the partition, the cylinder having 
fuel intake ̀ and exhaust means at one side of 
the piston and having ñuid intake and discharge 
means at the opposite side oi' plunger, conduit 
means connected to supply fluid pressure ’oe- ' 
tween the partition and the piston to actuate 
the latter, valve means connected to supply to 
said conduit means a fraction of the fluid emit 
ted by the discharge means, and timing mecha 
nism connected to maintain said valve open to 
supply pressure fluid to actuate the piston for 
its compression stroke. 

6. In a compressor, a cylinder, a floating pis 
ton in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel in 
take, ignition and exhaust means at one side 
of the piston and having duid intake and dis 
charge means at the opposite side of the piston, 
an electric circuit for the ignition means includ 
ing relatively movable contacts, and mechanism 
controlled by the discharge of duid from the 
cylinder arranged to close the contacts and time 
the ~ignition of fuel in the operation of the 
apparatus. 

'7. In a compressor, a cylinder, a floating pis 
ton in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel in 
take and exhaust means at one side of the piston 
and having fluid discharge means at the oppo 
site side of the piston, conduit means connected 
to supply a fraction of the ñuid emitted by the 
discharge means under the piston to actuate 
same for its return strokes, a valve controlling 
the ñow through the conduit, and mechanism 
controlled by the discharge of fluid from th'e 
cylinder connected to» time the operation of the 
valve. 

8. In a compressor, a cylinder, a reciprocating 
piston in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel 
intake and exhaust means at one side of the 
piston and having fluid discharge means at the 
opposite side of the piston, a fluid motor con 
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nected -to control the exhaust means, th‘e fluid 
motor in turn being connected to be operated 
bya fraction of the fluid emitted by the dis 
charge means, a valve connected to control the 
fluid motor, and mechanism controlled by the 
discharge of fluid from the cylinder connected 
to time the operation of the valve. ' 

9. In a compressor, a cylinder, a floating pis# 
ton in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel 
intake and exhaust means at one side of the 
piston and having fluid inlet and discharge means 
at the opposite side of the piston, a fluid motor 
connected to control the fluid inlet means, the 
fluid motor in turn being connected to be oper 
ated by a fraction of the fluid emitted by the 
discharge means, a valve connected to control 
the fluid motor, and mechanism controlled by 
the discharge of fluid from the cylinder con 
nected to time the operation of th'e valve.  . 

10. In a compressor, a cylinder, a floating pis 
ton in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel 
intake and exhaust means at one side of the 
piston and having fluid inlet and discharge means 
at the opposite side of the piston, an accumulator 

y connected with the discharge means arranged to 
store pressure therefrom to aid in subsequent 
operation, and mechanism connected to control 
th‘e exhaust and fluid inlet by the discharge of 
fluid from the cylinder, under the influence of 
the accumulator. 

11. In a compressor, a cylinder, a reciprocat 
ing piston in the cylinder, the cylinder having 
fuel intake and exhaust means at one side of 
the piston and „having fluid inlet and discharge 
means at the opposite side of the piston, a fluid 
motor connected to control the exhaust means, 
the fluid motor in turn being connected to be 
operated by a fraction of th'e fluid emitted by. 
the discharge means, a valve connected to con 
trol the fluid motor, and fluid motor means con 
nected to be driven by other of the fluid dis 
charged by said discharge means and in turn 
connected to .time the operation of said valve. 

12. In a compressor, a cylinder, a reciprocat 
ing piston in the cylinder, the cylinder having 
fuel intake and exhaust means at one side of the 
piston and having fluid inlet and discharge means 
at th‘e opposite side of the piston, a fluid motor 
connected to control the fluid_inlet means, the 
fluid motor in turn being connected to be oper 
ated by a fraction of the fluid emitted by the 
discharge means, a valve connected to control 
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erate the valve to and from a given position. and 
fluid motor means connected to be driven by other 
of the fluid discharged by said discharge means 
and in turn» connected to time the operation of 
said cam means. 

14. In a compressor, a cylinder, a reciprocating 
piston in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel 
intake and exhaust means at one side of the pis 
ton and having fluid inlet and discharge means 
at the opposite side of the piston, a fluid motor 
connected to control the duid inlet means, the 
fluid motor in turn being connected to be oper 
ated by a fraction of the ñuid emitted by the dis 
charge means, a sliding, spring-biased valve con 
nected to control the fluid motor, cam means ar 
ranged to slide the valve in one direction against 

' the action of said spring and the cam means 
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the fluid motor, and fluid motor means connected - 
to be driven by other of the, fluid discharged by 
said discharge means and in turn connected to 
time the operation. of said valve. 

13. In a compressor, a cylinder, a reciprocat 
ing piston in the cylinder, the cylinder having 
fuel intake and exhaust means at one side of the 
piston and having ñuid inlet and discharge means 
at the oppositel side of the piston, a fluid motor 
connected to control the exhaust means, the fluid 
-motor in tum being connected to be operated by 
a fraction of the fluid emitted by the discharge 
means, a sliding, spring-biased valve connected to 
control the fluid motor, cam means arranged to 
slide the valve in one direction against the action 
of said spring and the cam means being arranged 
to' be moved to a position permitting the spring 
to slide the valve to the opposite position, to op 
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being arranged to be moved to a position permit 
ting the spring to slide the valve to the opposite 
position, to operate the valve to and from a given 
position, and fluid motor means connected to be 
driven by other of the fluid discharged by said 
discharge means and in turn connected totime 
the operation of said cam means. 

' l5. In a compressor, a cylinder, a reciprocat 
ing piston therein, the cylinder having intake and 
exhaust means at one side of the piston and hav 
ing fluid inlet and discharge means at the op 
posite side of the piston., the discharge, means 
being adapted to convey fluid under pressure from 

, the cylinder on the power stroke of the piston, 
and means to utilize a fraction of the pressure 
fluid to actuate the piston for its retuni stroke, 
thereby to draw fluid into the cylinder through 
said inlet means. 

16. In a compressor, a cylinder, a floating pis 
ton and plunger arranged in spaced relation in 
unitary structure within the cylinder, the cylin 
_der having fuel intake and exhaust means at one 
side of- the piston and having fluid intake and 
discharge means at the opposite side of the 
plunger to draw fluid into the cylinder through 
said inlet on the return stroke of the piston, a 
valve to close said inlet on the power stroke of 
the piston, and means to supply to the space be 
tween said piston and plunger a fraction of the 
fluid discharged from the cylinder by the power 
stroke of the piston to effect the return stroke of 
said piston. 

17. In a compressor, a cylinder, a floating pis 
ton in the cylinder, the cylinder having fuel in 
take and exhaust means at one side of the piston 
and having fluid discharge means at the opposite 
side of the piston, means to supply a portion of 
the ñuid forced through said discharge means to 
said cylinder to actuate the same for its return 
stroke, and means to control said supply means. 

18. In a compressor, a cylinder,.a floating pis 
ton in said cylinder, the cylinder having fuel in 
take and exhaust means at one side of the piston 
and having fluid discharge meansat the opposite 
side of said piston, means to supply a portion of 
the fluid forced through said discharge means to 
said cylinder to actuate the piston for its return 
stroke, a valve to control said supply means, and 
means to v operate said valve. 
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